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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the pendulum equation
x t q l x t q k sin x t s p t 1.1 .  .  .  .  .È Ç
 .with positive parameters l, k and T-periodic continuous function p s p t .
The main results of this paper can be illustrated in Fig. 1 as follows. Set
 .  .  .w s 2prT , T ) 0, and write p t in the form p t s p q p t , whereÄ
T  .  .p g R and H p t dt s 0. Then for p t sufficiently small in the norm weÄ Ä0
 .can prove the following existence and multiplicity result. For l, k belong-
ing to the shaded area, i.e.,
2l
2 2 2’k - max q v , v l q v , 1.2 . 54
 .  .there are numbers m s m l, k, p and m s m l, k, p such that m -Ä Äy y q q y
 .m and Eq. 1.1 hasq
 . w xi no T-periodic solution for p f m , m ;y q
 .ii exactly one T-periodic solution if either p s m or p s m ;y q
 .  .iii exactly two T-periodic solutions if p g m , m .y q
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FIGURE 1
The result concerning the stability of these solutions says that if a couple
 .l, k belongs to the double shaded area, i.e.,
2 2 2l v v v
2k - max q , l q 1.3 .( 54 4 2 4
 .  .  .then i ] iii remain true and the periodic solution obtained in ii is
 .unstable while one solution obtained in iii is asymptotically stable and
another unstable. Note that we formulate existence, multiplicity, and
 .stability results also in the case when no restriction on the norm of p t isÄ
posed.
It should be mentioned here that many papers have been published on
w xthis topic: 7]9, 4, 16 concerning the existence and multiplicity results and
w x11]13 concerning the stability properties. The novelty of our result
 .  .consists in the form of sufficient conditions 1.2 and 1.3 which seem to
 .be more general for both existence multiplicity and stability results than
those available in the literature.
The paper is organized in four sections. In the second section we give a
brief survey of known results which may help the reader to understand
better the motivation of our paper. The third section contains auxiliary
 .but important assertions which allow us to prove existence, multiplicity,
 .  .and stability results under more general conditions 1.2 and 1.3 . Section
4 is devoted to the formulation and proofs of the main results. Finally, in
Section 5, we discuss some generalizations and refinements of the results
presented here.
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In order to help the reader, we present here some basic notation used
throughout the paper. The symbol C i denotes the Banach space ofT
T-periodic functions which are continuous together with their derivatives
Äi i T  . 4up to the order i s 0, 1, 2. We denote C s x g C ; H x s ds s 0 ,Ä ÄT T 0
i s 0, 1, 2. We consider the standard maximum norm in these spaces. By a
 . 0 2T-periodic solution of 1.1 with p g C we always mean a function x g CT T
 .such that 1.1 is satisfied pointwise in R. We will identify all T-periodic
solutions which differ from each other by an integer multiple of 2p . The
 .right-hand side and T-periodic solution of Eq. 1.1 will be often written in
0 .  .  .  .the form p t s p q p t and x t s x q x t , where p, x g R and p g C ,Ä Ä Ä T
x g C 2 .Ä T
The notions of Stability Theory that are used here are standard cf.
w x. w x2, 6 ; concerning some recent results we refer very often to 13 .
2. A SURVEY OF KNOWN RESULTS
It seems that one of the first results concerning the stability of periodic
 . w xsolutions for equations of the type 1.1 was proved in 11 . This result is of
generic type and it reads as follows:
w xTHEOREM 2.1 11 . Let us assume
l2 v 2
k F q . 2.1 .
4 4
Then there exists an open and dense subset G of C 0 such that if p g G one ofT
the following alternati¨ es is ¨erified:
 .  .  .A There exist exactly 2n T-periodic solutions of 1.1 , n s n p G 1;
n of them asymptotically stable and n unstable.
 .  .B E¨ery solution of 1.1 is unbounded.
w xThis result was ``refined'' in 12 . However, a slightly more restrictive
 .condition than 2.1 is needed:
w xTHEOREM 2.2 12 . Let us assume
l2
k - . 2.2 .
4
 .Then there exist m , m g R depending on p s p q p with yk F m FÄy q y
m F k such that the statement below hold in each of the following cases:q
 .  .a If m - m then the number of T-periodic solutions of 1.1 isy q
finite and
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 .  .i if p g m , m at least one of them is asymptotically stable andy q
another unstable;
 .ii if p s m or p s m , e¨ery T-periodic solution is unstable.y q
 .b If m s m then there exists a continuum of stable T-periodicy q
 .solutions of 1.1 for p s m s m and there is no T-periodic solution ofy q
 .1.1 for p / m s m .y q
 .The result as in Theorem 2.2 but under more general assumption 2.1 is
 . w xannounced without the proof in 13, Theorem 7, Chap. 3 . An example of
  .  ..a pendulum of variable length i.e., k s k t is a function of t in 1.1 is
w x 2presented in 13, Chap. 3 showing that a constant v r4 in the condition
 .2.1 is optimal in a certain sense.
w xIf we combine the results of Ortega 13, Proposition 6, Theorem 7 and
w xTarantello 16, Theorem 1.1 , we obtain directly the following more precise
result:
THEOREM 2.3. Let us assume
2 2l v
2 2’k - min q , v l q v 2.3 . 54 4
and
’p 3
25 5p - l. 2.4 .Ä L ’2 T
 .  .Then there exist m s m l, k, p and m s m l, k, p such that m - 0 -Ä Äy y q q y
m , andq
 . w x  .i if p f m , m then 1.1 has no T-periodic solutions;y q
 .  .ii if p s m or p s m then 1.1 has exactly one unstable T-y q
periodic solution;
 .  .  .iii if p g m , m then 1.1 has exactly two T-periodic solutions,y q
one of them asymptotically stable and another one unstable. Moreo¨er, we
 .  . w xha¨e x t - x t for e¨ery t g 0, T .1 2
3. AUXILIARY ASSERTIONS
In this section we shall present some results on linear periodic problems
  ..associated with 1.1 which will be useful in proving our main results. Let
 .h s h t be continuous and a T-periodic function and define an operator
L : C 2 ª C 0 byh T T
L x t [ x t q l x t q h t x t . .  .  .  .  .  .È Çh
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Let k ) 0 be a positive constant for which
h t F k , t g R. .
LEMMA 3.1. Let us assume
l2
2k - q v . 3.1 .
4
 . 2Then the following implication holds: L x s m, m g R, x g C « eitherh T
 . w xx ' 0 or x t / 0 for each t g 0, T .
w xProof. Let us assume m G 0, x vanishes in 0, T , and x k 0. Since x
and x cannot vanish at the same point by uniqueness of the solution ofÇ
.the initial value problem and x is T-periodic, there exist t , t g R such1 2
that
T
x t s x t s 0, 0 - t y t F , and x t ) 0, t g t , t . .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 22
Set
2¡ ’t l y 4k ’< <exp y l for l G 4k ,
2 2 /~w t s .
2’l 4k y l ’< <exp y t sin t y t q « for l - 4k , .1¢  /2 2
where « ) 0 is chosen such that
2’4k y l T
q « - p 3.2 . /2 2
  ..  .  .this is possible due to 3.1 . It follows from 3.2 that w t ) 0 for
 .  .t g t ,t and 3.1 implies that1 2
2¡ ’t l y 4k
1 2 ’< <y l y 4k exp y l for l G 4k , .8 2 2 /~L w t s . .h
2’l 4k y l ’< <h t y k exp y t sin t y t q « for l - 4k . .  . .¢ 1 /2 2
 . .  .So L w t F 0, t g t , t in both cases. Hence we can use the general-h 1 2
 w x.  .  .ized maximum principle see 15, Theorem 5 applied to x t rw t in the
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 . w x  .interval t , t to conclude x ' 0 in t , t , a contradiction. Hence x t / 01 2 1 2
w xfor each t g 0, T . The proof is analogous in the case m - 0.
 . w xRemark 3.1. The previous assertion generalizes Lemma 2.2 a from 11
 .where a more restrictive assumption 2.1 is considered.
LEMMA 3.2. Let us assume
2 2’k F v l q v . 3.3 .
Then the equation
L x s m , m g R 3.4 .  .h
Ä2does not admit a nonzero solution x g C .T
Ä2  .  .Proof. Let x g C be a solution of 3.4 . Multiplying 3.4 by x q l xÈ ÇT
 .and integrating by parts over 0, T we get
T T2
x q l x dt q h t x x q l x dt s 0. 3.5 .  .  .  .È Ç È ÇH H
0 0
 wBy using the Holder and the Wirtinger inequalities see 10, PropositionÈ
x.  .1.3 and 3.5 we get
1r2 1r2
T t T2 220 G x q l x dt y k x dt x q l x dt .  .È Ç È ÇH H H /  /0 0 0
1r2 1r2 1r2kT T T2 2 2G x q l x dt x q l x dt y x dt .  .È Ç È Ç ÇH H H /  /  /v0 0 0
1r2 1r2kt T1r22 2 2 2G x q l x dt x q v y x dt . .  .È Ç ÇH H /  /v0 0
w xIt follows from here that x ' 0, i.e., x ' 0 in 0, T .Ç
COROLLARY 3.1. Let us assume
2l
2 2 2’k - max q v , v l q v . 3.6 . 54
Then the equation
L x s m , m g R .h
Ä2does not ha¨e a nontri¨ ial solution x g C .T
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4. MAIN RESULTS
 .Let g s g t, x be T-periodic and continuous with respect to t, 2p-
< < <  . <periodic and analytic with respect to x, and such that ­ gr­ x s g t, xx
is bounded by a constant k. In this section we formulate and prove the
assertions concerning the existence, multiplicity, and stability of T-periodic
solutions of the equation
x t q l x t q g t , x s p t . 4.1 .  .  .  .  .È Ç
 .  .In particular, 1.1 is covered by 4.1 because k sin x is a special case of
 .function g introduced above. The notion of a solution of 4.1 is defined in
the same way as in the Introduction.
The main existence result is the following
THEOREM 4.1. Let
2g t , x F k , t , x g R 4.2 .  .  .x
 .and assume 3.6 . Then there exist m , m g R such thaty q
min g t , x F m F m F max g t , x .  .y q
 . w x w x  . w x w xt , x g 0, T = 0, 2p t , x g 0, T = 0, 2p
and one of the following alternati¨ es is ¨erified:
 .  .a If m - m then the number of T-periodic solutions of 3.1 isy q
finite and
 .  .  .i if p g m , m then 4.1 has at least 2n solutions with n G 1;y q
 .  .ii if p s m or p s m then 4.1 has at least one but at most ny q
solutions.
 .b If m s m then for p s m s m there exists a continuum ofy q y q
 .  .T-periodic solutions of 4.1 and there is no T-periodic solution of 4.1 if
p / m s m .y q
Proof. The proof is based on the Lyapunov]Schmidt reduction com-
bined with the real analytic version of the Implicit Function Theorem. It is
 w x.  .  .well known see, e.g., 5, 9, 16 that the T-periodic solvability of Eq. 4.1
is equivalent to the solvability of the alternati¨ e system
1 TÈ Çx q l x t q g t , x q x t y g s, x q x s ds s p t , 4.1a .  .  .  .  . . .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHT 0
1 T
g s, x q x s ds s p , 4.1b .  . .ÄHT 0
2Äwhere x g R and x g C .Ä T
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The following assertion concerns the solvability of the first equation in
the above system.
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Assume 3.6 , 4.2 . Then for e¨ery x g R there exists a
2 2Ä Ä .  .unique solution x g C for Eq. 4.1a . Moreo¨er, the map R ª C , x ¬ x tÄ ÄT T
is analytic and 2p-periodic.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We follow the idea of the proof of Lemma 1.1 in
w x16 . The existence follows from the standard application of the Schauder
 w x.fixed point theorem see, e.g., 5, Chap. 10 . Assume that there are two
 .solutions x , x of 4.1a associated with some x g R. Then ¨ [ x y x ,Ä Ä Ä Ä1 2 1 2
Ä2¨ g C solvesT
¨ q l¨ t q h t ¨ s m , .  .È Ç
where
g t , x q x t y g t , x q x t .  .Ä Ä .  .1 2
h t s .
x t y x t .  .Ä Ä1 2
 .  .for t g R, x t / x t , andÄ Ä1 2
h t s g t , x q x t .  .Ä .x 1
 .  .  .  . <  . <for t g R, x t s x t . It follows from 4.2 and 3.6 that h t F k andÄ Ä1 2
the assumptions of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied with
1 1T T
m s g s, x q x s ds y g s, x q x s ds. .  . .  .Ä ÄH H1 2T T0 0
Hence ¨ ' 0, i.e., x ' x . This proves uniqueness. Hence we have a mapÄ Ä1 2
2Äw : R ª C , w : x ª x . Concerning the properties of the map w we defineÄT x
Ä2 Ä0F: C = R ª C asT T
1 TÈ ÇF x , x s x q l x q g t , x q x y g s, x q x s ds y p. .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHT 0
Ä2 .  wSince g t, x is analytic in x, the map F is analytic in C = R see 1,T
2Äx.Theorem 3.3.2 . Given x g R we find unique x g C such thatÄ0 x T0
F x , x s 0,Ä .x 00
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Ä2and, moreover for any y g CÄ T
­ F
È Çx , x y [ y q l y q g t , x q x y .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  /x 0 x 0 x0 0­ xÄ
1 T
y g s, x q x s y s ds. .  .Ä Ä .H x 0 x 0T 0
Let us consider the equation
­ F
x , x y s 0. 4.3 .  .Ä Ä .x 00­ xÄ
 .It follows from Corollary 3.1 that y ' 0 is the only solution of 4.3 withÄ
the mean value zero. Therefore by a standard application of the Fredholm
 . .Alternative we conclude that ­ Fr­ x x , x defines an invertible linearÄ Äx 00
Ä2 Ä0continuous operator which maps C onto C . It follows from the OpenT T
 w x.Mapping Theorem see, e.g., 3, Proposition 7.8 that also the inverse
operator is continuous. So, we have verified the assumptions of the
 w x.Analytic Implicit Function Theorem see, e.g., 1, Theorem 3.3.2 at any
 .point x , x of the graph of the map w. Therefore w is analytic.Ä0 x 0
 .Moreover, the uniqueness of the solution of 4.1 and 2p-periodicity of
 .  .  .g t, x with respect to x imply that w x s w x q 2p . This completes the
proof of Lemma 4.1.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 we realize that
1 T
F x s g s, x q x s ds .  .Ä .H xT 0
is an analytic and 2p-periodic function from R into R. Indeed, this is a
consequence of Lemma 4.1, analyticity, and 2p-periodicity of g with
respect to x.
 .  .  .Due to Lemma 4.1 and due to the equivalence of 4.1 and 4.1a , 4.1b
 .  .we arrive at the following conclusion: solutions x t s x q x t of theÄ
 .differential equation 4.1 coincide with the roots of the algebraic equation
F x y p s 0. 4.4 .  .
Since F is analytic, there are two options: either F is a constant
  . .  .m s m [ F x , x g R and so b holds, or F is non-constant withy q
m [ min F x , m [ max F x .  .y q
xgR xgR
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 .  .  .  .  .and so a holds. The assertions a , i and a , ii are direct consequences
 .of the analyticity of F, because in the former case Eq. 4.4 has at least 2n
 .roots with n G 1 while 4.4 has at least one but at most n roots in the
latter case. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed.
 .Remark 4.1. Note that the second alternative b of Theorem 4.1 can
be formulated also as follows: If p s m s m then gi¨ en any real number x,y q
 .Eq. 4.1 has a unique solution with the mean ¨alue equal to x.
 .  .Remark 4.2. If we replace 3.6 by the more restrictive condition 1.3
in the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1, respectively, the
assertions remain true if we write 2T instead of T , i.e., we get the
existence of 2T-periodic solutions.
 .  .Remark 4.3. Let us assume 3.6 instead of 2.3 in Theorem 2.3. Then
the assertion of this theorem remains true. This generalizes the existence
w xand multiplicity results 16, Theorem 1.1 .
 .  .Remark 4.4. Recall that a periodic solution x s x t of 4.1 with
minimal period 2T is called a subharmonic solution of order 2.
 .  .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let us assume 4.2 and 1.3 . Then Eq. 4.1 has no
subharmonic solution of order 2.
 .Proof. Observe that 1.3 is a sufficient condition for proving ``2T-
Ä0periodic analogy'' of Theorem 4.1. If p g C then due to T-periodicityÄ T
 .  .of g t, x with respect to t, every 2T-periodic solution of 4.1 is also T-
 .periodic. Indeed, it follows from 1.3 and the proof of Lemma 4.1 that for
 .  .every x g R there exists a unique solution x x of Eq. 4.1a whichÄ
Ä2  .  .  .belongs to C cf. Remark 4.2 . But since 1.3 implies 3.6 , it follows2T
 .  .from Lemma 4.1 that x x is also a unique solution of 4.1a which belongsÄ
Ä2to C . So, every 2T-periodic solution is simultaneously T-periodic whichT
 .implies that 4.1 has no subharmonic solutions of order 2.
 .   ..Let us denote by g x resp. g x the index of an isolatedT 0 2T 0
 .  . w xT-periodic resp. 2T-periodic solution of Eq. 4.1 }see 13, Chap. 2 for
the definition and basic properties of the index.
 .  .THEOREM 4.2. Let us assume 4.2 and 1.3 . Then the assertion of
Theorem 4.1 holds and, moreo¨er, we ha¨e:
 .  . .I in the case a i at least one T-periodic solution is asymptotically
stable and at least one T-periodic solution is unstable;
 .  . .II in the case a ii e¨ery T-periodic solution is unstable;
 .  .III in the case b e¨ery T-periodic solution is stable.
 .Proof. Let us assume that p g m , m , m - m . It follows fromy q y q
 . w x1.3 , Theorem 4.1, Remark 4.1, and 13, Corollary 4, Chap. 3 that there
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 .  .  .are 2T-periodic solutions of 4.1 , x s x t , i s 1, 2, such that g x - 0i i 2T 1
 .  .and g x s 1. Since every 2T-periodic solution of 4.1 is also T-2T 2
periodic due to Lemma 4.2, we get asymptotically stable T-periodic solu-
 .tion x and unstable T-periodic solution x . This proves I . The assertion2 1
 . w  . xII is a direct consequence of 13, Proposition 6 i , Chap. 3 . The assertion
 . w  .x 2III is a direct consequence of 12, Theorem 3.1 b if k - l r4. When
2 w xk G l r4 one has to use 14, Proposition 4.3 . The proof is completed.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let us assume the same as in Theorem 2.3. Then in the
 .  .case ii the unique T-periodic solution is unstable and in the case iii one
solution is asymptotically stable and the other is unstable.
 . Proof. There is nothing to prove in the case i of Theorem 2.3 there
.  .are no T-periodic solutions . The case Theorem 2.3 ii corresponds to
 .Theorem 4.2 II and so the unique T-periodic solution is unstable. Finally,
 .  .the case Theorem 2.3 iii corresponds to Theorem 4.2 I . Since there are
 .exactly two T-periodic solutions in Theorem 2.3 iii , one is asymptotically
stable and the other is unstable. Note for completeness that under more
restrictive assumptions of Theorem 2.3 there is no analogue to Theorem
 .4.2 III .
5. FINAL REMARKS
Remark 5.1. The example of a pendulum of variable length presented
w x  .in 13, Chap. 3 confirms that condition 1.3 is optimal for the validity of
our Theorem 4.2.
Remark 5.2. The following natural question concerning the optimality
 .  .of 1.3 mentioned in Remark 5.1 arises: ``Find optimal curve k* s k* l
 .such that if k - k* l then Theorem 4.2 remains valid. ``In other words, Is
 .1.3 also a necessary condition in order to get at least one asymptotically
 .stable T-periodic solution in Theorem 4.2 I ?'' Actually, this question leads
to the following open problem: Let
2 2 2 2l v v v l
2 2 2 2’max q , l q - k - max q v , v l q v(  5 54 4 2 4 4
 .  .and p g m , m , m - m . Then Eq. 4.1 has no asymptotically stabley q y q
T-periodic solution.
Remark 5.3. The results of this paper complete existence and multiplic-
w xity results for pendulum-type equations published in 15, 4, 9, 7, 8 and
w xstability results published in 11]13 .
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